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Abstract 

The proposed invention relates to a birds terrifying device for preventing landing of birds 

inside buildings, comprising a sensor for detecting the presence of the flying birds, a liquid 

sprinkling component for sprinkling liquid droplets, spike components installed in the 

device for minimizing the landing of birds inside working buildings,  and motor connected 

to the sensor for converting electrical signals generated by the sensor to mechanical signals 

to close window for eliminating the entry of the birds inside the working building in order 

to minimize the chances of the bird to cause any serious damage to the objects inside the 

building.  
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1. Introduction 

Bird terrifying device is fabricated to afraid birds in order to restrict their entry inside the 

buildings so as to minimize the any damage to articles present inside the building[1]. 

There are several types of scaring devices that are used for eliminating entry of the birds 

inside the building to keep away from enclosed or semi-enclosed area, such as ultrasonic 

scarers, cartridge scarers, and combinations scarersetc[2]. The ultrasonic scarers are 

static sound emitting bird deterrents used to prevent entry of birds inside the buildings. 

Previously, most of the birds scaring devices are basically associated with the microwave 

radiators that are responsible for generating the microwave beams, which harmlessly 

avert an animal or bird in monitored space[3]. Once the bird penetrates in the microwave 

range, the heating effect in the microwave range which is responsible for eliminating the 

entry of the bird inside the building[4]. 
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2. Working 

 

The proposed invention relates to a scaring device used for 

windows or roof surface to prevent their entry inside buildings by using liquid sprinkler to 

sprinkle liquid droplets in combination with a bird repellent solution during their approach 

towards buildings[5]. The passive infrared 

to generate electrical signals. Birds emit heat energy in the form of radiations that are not visible 

by human eyes, as these radiations fall in infrared region

for receiving generated electrical 

spike components for causing etching of body of birds to restrict their entry of birds inside the 

buildings. The hooting for producing loud sound of an eagle to threaten birds. The electrical 

signals generated by the sensor are passed to the hooting compo

of the eagle that threatens birds due to which they do not enter inside buildings. 

generating mechanical signals to close the window

 

 

 

invention relates to a scaring device used for eliminating the entry of bird on 

windows or roof surface to prevent their entry inside buildings by using liquid sprinkler to 

sprinkle liquid droplets in combination with a bird repellent solution during their approach 

passive infrared sensor for sensing infrared radiations emitted by birds 

to generate electrical signals. Birds emit heat energy in the form of radiations that are not visible 

by human eyes, as these radiations fall in infrared region[6].  The liquid sprinkling component 

for receiving generated electrical signals and transferring to the sprinkler to spray liquid

pike components for causing etching of body of birds to restrict their entry of birds inside the 

hooting for producing loud sound of an eagle to threaten birds. The electrical 

signals generated by the sensor are passed to the hooting component, and then it produces sound 

of the eagle that threatens birds due to which they do not enter inside buildings. 

generating mechanical signals to close the window[8].  

entry of bird on 

windows or roof surface to prevent their entry inside buildings by using liquid sprinkler to 

sprinkle liquid droplets in combination with a bird repellent solution during their approach 

sensor for sensing infrared radiations emitted by birds 

to generate electrical signals. Birds emit heat energy in the form of radiations that are not visible 

liquid sprinkling component 

signals and transferring to the sprinkler to spray liquid[7]. The 

pike components for causing etching of body of birds to restrict their entry of birds inside the 

hooting for producing loud sound of an eagle to threaten birds. The electrical 

nent, and then it produces sound 

of the eagle that threatens birds due to which they do not enter inside buildings. The motor for 
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3. Result and conclusion 

 

The device is fabricated to eliminate the entry of the birds inside the building so as to 

reduce the chances of the damage caused due to the entrance of the birds. Once birds 

penetrate into the protected space, it is detected by the infrared sensor to generate 

electrical signals, wherein automatically started defensive measures. 
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